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Introduction 
 

This financial report aims to give the reader a clear overview of the past financial year of the Honours 

College Social Association. The past year has been a very good for HCSA, not only financially, but also in 

terms of projects that were undertaken by the board and by the committees. Never before were so 

many activities organized in a year. Never before has the association been able to contribute so much to 

activities. And never before has the association started a year financially healthier than it will on 1 

September 2016.   

This report starts by discussing the profit-and-loss account. It will continue with explaining the balance 

sheet. A financial analysis of the past year will be given afterwards, while this report concludes with a 

short discussion regarding the future of HCSA. It has been my aim to make this report as clear and 

readable as possible, but should any questions still arise, please do not hesitate to contact me by the e-

mail address that is given below, or by any other means possible.  

Kind regards,  

Jan-Willem Goudkamp  

HCSA Treasurer  

+31639673048 

treasurer@hcsa.nl  
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I: The profit-and-loss account 

1.1 Overview of the profit-and-loss account 

 

 

 

 

Profit & Loss Account HCSA 2015-2016 21-9-2016

Nr Value Nr Value
1 Fixed costs 1 Fixed income

Insurance Interpolis 121,12€           Subsidy 3.907,54€        
Rabobank 278,33€           Donations 5,00€                
Website 125,25€           Sponsoring 700,00€           
DHA 30,00€              Rabobank 121,52€           
Overhead 4,68€                DHA repayment 13,33€          

SEPAtool 30,25€              

589,63€           4.747,39€        
2 Association costs 2 Association income

Collected fines 25,00€              
Contribution 662,50€           

-€                  687,50€           
3 Activity costs 3 Activity income

BBQ with Caerus 163,49€           BBQ with Caerus september 180,44€           
September's drink 38,14€              Ice skating 106,00€        

Pubquiz/CCM drink 65,78€              Pool evening 65,00€              
October's drink 14,68€              Christmas dinner 399,70€           
November's drink 49,90€          Chess evening 73,50€              
Ice skating 120,26€        Travel 6.934,00€        
Pool evening 60,98€              Batavierenrace 1.332,91€        
Batavierenrace 1.661,75€        Casino night 14,00€              
Travel 6.970,15€        Caerus end of year BBQ 197,50€           
Lectures 195,33€        Gala 655,00€           
December's drink 28,63€              Colloquium compensation University 125,46€           
Christmas dinner 418,72€           
January's drink 50,00€          

Chess evening 71,30€          

Photoshop workshop 11,99€          

Casino night 78,73€          

Dies natalis 193,61€        

Crazy 88 36,07€          

April's drink 104,00€        

Stress reduction workshop 16,69€          

May's drink 125,99€        

Caerus end of year BBQ 196,85€        

Gala 1.191,14€     

Active members day 497,10€        

Trivial pursuit 59,37€          

June's drink 50,00€          

12.470,65€     10.083,51€     
4 Promotion & Representation costs

Constitution drink 486,00€           
Posters 429,76€           
Tram 13 logo board clothing 35,47€              
Committee logo clothing 58,56€              
Board weekend FVOG 208,28€           
Almanac 765,55€           
Banner and flag 93,71€              
Travel costs 50,99€              
DHA 3,34€            

2.131,66€        
Total 15.191,94€     Total 15.518,40€     

Net result 326,46€        

Expenditures Income
Post Post
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1.2 Explanation of the profit-and-loss account 

 

This section explains each of the values on the account.  

1. Fixed costs        

The fixed costs have developed according to plan; in fact they were even a little lower than expected: 

- Interpolis insurance:  

o The costs for the insurance have developed in an exactly similar fashion compared to 

what was stated in the budget.  

- Rabobank 

o The Rabobank made a mistake when they debited the monthly costs for maintaining 

HCSA’s bank account in October. 121 euros were extracted from the HCSA bank 

account, these were paid back immediately, but this payback is stated under ‘income’ in 

the profit and loss account. If you subtract 121 euros from the stated costs under 

‘Rabobank’, it becomes apparent that these costs have also developed according to the 

budget.  

- Website 

o The costs for the website are slightly less than what was budgeted. The board of 2015-

2016 decided to allow for a broad budget for the website, since they wanted to change 

the website, but these extra costs were already made in the previous book year, hence 

the budgeted costs for the website were somewhat overestimated.  

- DHA 

o Contribution to the DHA was 30 euro’s initially, but after a GA of the DHA in autumn 

2015 it was decided that this contribution ought to be lower. Under ‘income’, this 

surplus contribution (which was paid back) can be found. At the time of the budget, it 

was said that the contribution to the DHA should be 40 euros, therefore there is a slight 

surplus compared to the budget.  

- Overhead costs  

o The overhead costs consisted only of a Folder in which to put all receipts for costs made 

during the previous years and some plastic pouches in which to put them. This is also 

slightly less than was budgeted.  

 

2. Fixed income  

Fixed income was much higher this year, mostly due to increased subsidies from the Honours College.  

- Subsidy 

o The total amount of subsidies granted by the Honours College was increased from 1200 

last year to almost 4000 euros this year. 2000 euros of the subsidies were free to spend 

and independent from any activity, however the other 2000 were to be allocated to 

specific activities such as lectures, an educational activity on the trip abroad or the band 

that was hired during the gala. Some of these specific activities (such as the almanac) 

were not accounted for in the original budget, so therefore subsidies turned out to be 

even higher than expected.  
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- Donations 

o HCSA received one donation for which the board of 2015-2016 was very grateful.  

- Sponsoring 

o Due to the almanac project, sponsoring is also higher than expected. Whilst the board of 

2015-2016 anticipated 500 euros sponsoring from Tram 13 (as was agreed before the 

budget was made), it was agreed that HCSA could count upon 100 euros extra 

sponsoring because the board created a promotional page from Tram 13 in the 

almanac. The same holds for Shirt a la minute.  

 

3. Association costs 

 

- The board of 2015-2016 allocated 50 euros to be spent during GA meetings but in the end it 

turned out that this was unnecessary.  

 

4. Association income  

 

- Contribution 

o The aim at the beginning of the year was to attract 800 euros in contribution. This 

turned out lower in the end. 652 euro has been received in contribution at the time of 

writing and 17,50 euro is still due to be paid by members (due to a debit failure by the 

Rabobank). The reason for the relatively low contribution may be due to the fact that 

fewer people turned up at the Crazy 88 than that the board had anticipated.  

 

- Collected fines  

o For some activities where the board was obliged to ensure a certain minimum amount 

of attendees to third parties, a fine was to be paid by people who cancelled their 

participation too late. 

 

5. Activity costs 

 

- Monthly drinks  

o In total about 466 euros were allocated to monthly drinks. This is 100 euros more than 

in the budget. Half-way throughout the year the board found that HCSA’s budget was 

larger than they thought, so more money could be invested in the monthly drinks. The 

board found that the deal were HCSA pays 1 euro of the first 100 drinks is an effective 

way of attracting more students to the drinks. 

 

- BBQ with Caerus in September 

o A slight profit was made on the BBQ with Caerus in September due to a higher turnout 

of people attending than was expected beforehand.  
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- Active member’s activities  

o 2 activities were organized purely for the benefit of HCSA’s active members. These 

activities are the pubquiz and the Active member’s day. In total these activities cost 

HCSA 563 euros, where 300 euros was granted in subsidies for the active member’s day.  

- Ice skating 

o HCSA paid about 14 euros in free drinks and cookies for participants after this 

exhausting activity.  

- Pool evening 

o A slight profit of 5 euros was made on the pooling activity since more participants 

showed up than was anticipated.  

- Batavierenrace  

o Participating in the Batavierenrace cost HCSA about 300 euros more than could be 

covered by fees of those participating in the race. This costs surplus amounts to the 

price paid for t-shirts for participants. If the board decided to let participants pay for 

these t-shirts as well the price for participating in the event would be too high.  

- Trip to Budapest  

o The trip to Budapest initially showed a positive result, but this result was mitigated by 

organizing a reunion activity for a very low price to those who came along on the trip. 

Hence, a small negative result was booked on this activity.  

- Lectures  

o The HCSA lectures were funded by subsidy, and its costs mostly consisted of a bottle of 

wine for the speakers, travel compensation for people who had to come from other 

parts of the country and one time a compensation for dinner. The University colloquium 

was funded by the Board of the University: HCSA made some prepayments which could 

be declared afterwards.  

- Christmas dinner 

o The Christmas dinner showed a slightly negative result, which had been anticipated 

beforehand.  

- Chess evening  

o The chess evening showed a slightly positive result. This was due to the fact that the 

board nor the sports committee had expected that in the end so many people would 

actually show up.  

- Workshops  

o The costs for workshops mostly amounted to costs for a bottle of wine/crate of beer for 

whoever was giving the workshop (similar to the lectures). In total about 30 euros was 

allocated to the workshops.  

- Casino night  

o As mentioned earlier, halfway through the year, the board realized that too little money 

was being spent on activities. Therefore, it was decided that at least for members the 

Casino night should be free. From non-members a small fee was asked, hence the 

income of 14 euros.  
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- Dies Natalis  

o The first Dies Natalis of HCSA had to be something special. Originally, the Dies did not 

appear in the budget, but due to a budget surplus halfway through the year, it was 

possible to allocate some money to this party. Most money went into ingredients for 

the cakes and cheap drinks at the Tram.  

- Crazy 88 

o During the Crazy 88, some assignments may include the need to buy something small. In 

order to make sure that there would be no arguing with regard to who should pay, 

group leaders were given assurance that 10 euros could be declared to HCSA 

afterwards. In the end, 36 euros was declared this way.  

- Caerus end-of-year BBQ  

o Because it’s a bit hard to let HCSA members pay nothing for food, whereas members of 

Caerus should have to pay for their food it was decided that this activity should be 

covered by participants’ fees. The board was evidently quite successful in this.  

- Gala  

o At the end of the year HCSA had quite some reserves left, hence it was decided that 

quite some funds could go to the gala. Last year, the gala was a bit of a disappointment, 

with some 50 people attending, thus the aim this year was to improve the attendance 

rate by an attractive price. The Honours College paid for the band, so in the end HCSA 

paid about 300 euros above the accumulated entrance fees.  

- Trivial Pursuit 

o The costs for the Trivial Pursuit included free drinks at the dinner in ‘de Uurwerker’ 

afterwards.  

6. Activity income  

Activity income is already covered under activity costs.  

7. Promotion and Representation costs 

- Constitution drink  

o The constitution drink was held at ‘t Gat van Groningen and cost as much as was 

budgeted.  

- Posters/Flyers 

o Much more was spent on posters/flyers than anticipated. However, 10% of the total 

amount spent on posters/flyers at ‘t Hartje will be given back at the end of the book 

year. Also, at one point a committee printed posters larger than usual which drove up 

costs significantly. Finally, the costs for printing the flyers and posters for the University 

Colloquium are also denoted under this post. These costs were paid back by the Board 

of the University.  

- Board/Committee Tram 13 logo 

o Since Tram 13 decided to sponsor HCSA with 500 euros, the board decided that board 

members as well as committee members could get the costs for printing the Tram 13 

logo on t-shirts, vests or whatever clothing they chose the logo to be on, back from 

HCSA.  
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- FVOG Boards weekend  

o The FVOG Boards weekend turned out to be slightly more expensive than was 

anticipated, because the budget was based on what the old board spent (and from the 

old board only 4 people joined, whereas this year the full board joined).  

- Almanac 

o Obviously, the Almanac wasn’t included in the budget, since back then the idea was that 

the almanac should only appear online. However, after some deliberation with the 

Honours College and several sponsors, it turned out that financial means would not be 

such a problem. Therefore, the almanac could be issued.  

- Travel costs  

o In the budget, 100 euros was allocated for when the board needed to travel to 

represent HCSA. The board of 2015-2016 only made use of this budget for half of its 

total.  

- DHA  

o 3.33 was paid back by the DHA to HCSA since two board members paid slightly too 

much for food during a DHA meeting. HCSA transferred this money to the two board 

members.  
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II: The balance sheet 

2.1 Overview of the balance sheet 

 

2.2 Explanation of the balance sheet 

 

1. Fixed assets  

- Intangible fixed assets  

o Chamber of commerce 

 Intangible assets are non-physical assets that lack physical substance, such as 

patents, copyrights, trademarks, franchises and goodwill. The fee for registering 

with the Chamber of Commerce is an example of an intangible fixed asset, since 

it allows HCSA to operate as a formal association.  

o Sepatool 

 Each transaction where HCSA debits money from whoever has given permission 

requires 7 euros or so. In order to debit money, a specific file has to be sent to 

the bank. HCSA uses the website Sepatool.nl to transfer excel files to this 

specific format, and the stated amount on the balance sheet is the amount that 

is in the HCSA account on Sepatool.nl.  

- Tangible fixed assets  

o Roll-up banner & Banner (Flag)  

 For the first time in its existence HCSA has obtained tangible fixed assets. The 

roll-up banner is used during lectures/workshops and other more ‘formal’ 

events, whereas the HCSA banner is used during informal events such as the 

gala and drinks.  

2. Current assets 

- Current account  

o The post ‘current account’ shows the amount of money that is currently on the HCSA 

bank account.  

 

- Accounts receivable  

o The post ‘accounts receivable’ shows the total of claims HCSA has over other parties. At 

the moment of writing, the largest party over who HCSA has a claim is ‘t Hartje, since it 

Balance Sheet HCSA September, 2016

Assets Liabilities

Fixed assets Equity

Intangible fixed assets Capital 2.218,80€     

Chamber of commerce 50,00€        Statutes reservation 150,00€        

Sepatool 22,25€        Total equity 2.368,80€  

total:  €       72,25 Debt

Tangible fixed assets Accounts payable -€             

Roll-up banner 47,13€        Total debt  €           -   

Banner 46,59€        

total:  €       93,72 

total fixed assets: 165,97€         

Current assets

Current account  €   2.097,76 

Accounts receivable  €      105,08 

total current assets:  €     2.202,84 

total assets  €     2.368,80 Total liabilities: 2.368,80€  
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was agreed at the beginning of this year that HCSA would receive 10% from the total 

amount which HCSA spent there back at the end of the year. Other parties are some 

students who still have to pay contribution since the debit for the contribution went 

wrong from their accounts. It is expected that HCSA will soon receive those payments.  

3. Equity  

- Equity capital  

o States the theoretical value of HCSA equity.  

- Statutes reservation 

o It was agreed at the GA in the spring of 2016 that HCSA should reserve money for a 

possible statute change in the future.  

4. Debt  

- Accounts payable  

o Accounts payable (or expected costs) are costs which HCSA still has to pay, or costs from 

which it is known that they will occur in the near future. At the time of writing, they are 

mostly fixed costs which still have to be paid before the end of the financial year as well 

as amounts of money that still have to be declared to HCSA by committee members 

(notably the lecture committee and the travel committee).  
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III: Financial analysis of the past year 
 

This final section gives an overview of the three most important financial questions regarding the past 

academic year for HCSA: (1) How did HCSA’s finances develop throughout the year, (2) Did the board 

stick to its budget and (3) How resilient is HCSA in financial terms for the future?  

3.1 How did HCSA’s finances develop throughout the year?  

Start-up phase  

The first board of HCSA did a good job with changing the foundation into an association. The 

contribution that was debited in June 2015 provided a proper basis for the second board to start the 

academic year. The first board started with 783 euro on the HCSF bank account, and left the HCSA bank 

account with roughly 1000 euros more.  

With this basis, the second board had their hands free to further improve HCSA. Already in August 2015, 

a lot of effort was put into professionalizing and renewing the website. Contact was sought with existing 

and new partners such as Tram 13, Shirt a la minute and ‘t Hartje to see what HCSA and them could 

mean for each other, which resulted into fruitful (sponsor) relationships. In early September it was 

agreed with the Dean of the Honours College that its subsidy would be increased from 1200 euros to 

over 3500 euros – if the board came up with good ideas which the Honours College would then be 

willing to (partly) finance.  

Operational phase  

The ‘operational phase’ started with the first activity (the BBQ with Caerus in September) and ended 

with the final activity – traditionally the HCSA gala at the end of June.  

 

Graph 1: Financial contribution of HCSA to activities per board year 
This graph illustrates the fact HCSA has been able to finance more of its own activities last year than previous years. If the 

column would be 0, the average participant would cover his/her own costs fully and HCSA would contribute nothing.  

 

The graph above makes clear that it has, from a financial point of view at least, never been more 

attractive to be an HCSA member before. When you participated in an HCSA activity last year, on 
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average, you got much more than what you paid for, because HCSA was able to contribute significantly 

to the costs of participating in the activities. 

 

The first couple of activities were still mostly covered by income from participants even though the 

budget was higher. The board may have been a little too risk-averse during this first period. A change 

came after January, when the number of attendees during the monthly drinks started to drop. The 

board decided that it was both necessary (drinks are after all most of the time where new possible 

members come and see if they want to join an association) and financially possible to attract more 

people to the drinks by offering discounts. In addition, activities were organized that were either free of 

charge or very cheap for members, such as the Casino Night, the Dies Natalis and the Trivial Pursuit.  

A career committee was set up that would organize several workshops. For activities such as these 

(organized in co-operation with third parties), the board, together with the GA, had decided that people 

who cancelled their participation too late would be made to pay a fine of 5 euros. About half of the 

people who are sent an e-mail to pay this fine actually pay. If they don’t pay, they are not allowed to 

attend HCSA activities anymore.  

Halfway through the year, it also become apparent after consultation with the Dean of the Honours 

College and some sponsors such as Tram 13 and Shirt a la minute that publishing an almanac would 

become financially possible. Because of these sponsorships, in the end the almanac cost HCSA only 

about 200 euros, whereas normally it would cost 700 euros.  

A lot of costs for sponsored or subsidized activities were already made before the sponsorships and 

subsidies were added to the HCSA bank account, therefore the treasurer decided to lend 2200 interest-

free to HCSA before the trip abroad, just in case something went wrong. This turned out to be quite 

unnecessary, but nevertheless it is always good to have some money in reserve during the trip abroad. 

The travel committee had decided not to pay everything in advance on the trip abroad. This turned out 

to be quite handy, since one would-be participant became ill the day before travelling and hence could 

not join, while another had to return home after two days because of family issues. Due to the fact that 

both had paid HCSA for activities that they wouldn’t join, whereas HCSA hadn’t yet paid for them, it was 

possible to give them their money (partly) back afterwards. In the end, some money was left after the 

travel, which was used for a reunion dinner in Groningen a couple of months later.  

Close to the end of the year, while the board and committees tried to organize extra activities, some of 

these would-be activities had to be cancelled, due to too few attendees. While disappointing, this meant 

that some budget was left still. To compensate active members, the board and committee members 

went to an escape-room for free. A relatively large drawback was the fact that so few people attended 

the Crazy 88, meant for new members. As a result of low attendance rate of the Crazy 88, HCSA was 

only able to raise about 670 in contribution instead of the planned 800.   

Ending phase 

At the end of the year, the board felt that still too much money was left. Therefore it became possible to 

offer members a pretty good deal for attending the gala – also due to the fact that the Honours College 

was willing to pay for the band. This resulted in a very large turn-up of 110 people, which was twice the 

attendance rate of last year. The entrance fee for the gala was debited together with contribution at the 
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end of the year. Something went wrong when debiting for a few people, and a small number of people 

still have to pay their contribution. It is expected that these people will pay as soon as possible. Also, the 

lecture committee has not yet declared their full expenses for the last couple of lectures – it is expected 

that they will do that soon as well. The treasurer of 2015-2016 will continue holding office until February 

1, 2017, when the new treasurer returns from China. In the meantime, they will remain in contact about 

the finances of HCSA.  

3.2 Did the board stick to the budget?  

 

During the year some issues came up that made the budget somewhat irrelevant. Ideas were realized 

that were not deemed to be realistic beforehand, such as the almanac, the Dies Natalis and (to some 

extent) the Gala. For these projects, extra subsidies were granted by the Honours College.  

Nevertheless, the board of 2015-2016 has sticked to the budget in the sense that the costs were 

allocated in a similar fashion as was planned in the budget. This becomes apparent from the two pie 

charts below:  

 

Pie chart 1: Relative cost allocation in the budget.  
This pie chart gives an overview of the relative costs in the budget. The board planned to spend most of its money (about 7/8) 

to activities for members, while PR costs are in 2
nd

 place.  

 

 

Pie chart 2: Relative cost allocation in the profit-and-loss account.  
This pie chart gives an overview of the relative costs in the profit-and-loss account. The board spent most of its money (about 

7/8) to activities for members, while PR costs are in 2
nd

 place. No money was spent on association costs.  
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These two pie charts look very similar, so it can be concluded that the board held its promise to spend 

most of its money on activities for members. Nonetheless, the board’s aimed financial result was 0, 

whereas in the end a positive result of almost 400 euros has been realized. How is this possible? The 

board acknowledges that in an association all money should come to the benefit of its members. While 

an association should obviously not lose too much money, neither should it spend too little. After all, 

members pay contribution and expect something in return.  

 

The explanation which the board of 2015-2016 gives for the relatively high financial return is twofold 

and based on what was mentioned before. On the one hand, in the beginning of the year the board may 

have been a little too careful with spending money. Most activities were more or less covered by 

participation fees. In the second half of the year more money was allocated to activities such as the gala, 

the dies natalis and the almanac. On the other hand, an alternative explanation could be that in the 

second half of the year, some money had been allocated to activities that were never realized, because 

too few attendees signed up. In any case, HCSA has built up a proper reserve to face the future, which 

brings me to my final point.  
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IV: How resilient is HCSA for the future? 
 

 
Graph 2: Current account of HCSA at the end of each board year 
This graph illustrates the fact that HCSA’s (previously HCSF’s) financial health has improved significantly over the last couple of 

academic years. 

3.3.1 Strenghts 

With more than 2000 euros on the current account and negligible debt, HCSA is in a stronger position 

than it has ever been at the start of a new board year. There is a strong financial foundation to improve 

HCSA further.   

 

Another fundamental strength of HCSA is the relationship with the Honours College, for example 

because they are willing to provide subsidies to HCSA, but also because they are able to help HCSA with 

small logistical things like arranging a room for an HCSA lecture, or making available the Petrus Camper 

Lounge during the Dies Natalis.  

 

Finally, like was mentioned before, last year has been the best year by far (from a financial point of 

view) to be an HCSA member. This may motivate new members (or remaining members) to become 

active next year.  

3.3.2 Threats 

‘Threat’ is probably the wrong word, but the fact that last year HCSA attracted fewer new members than 

was anticipated beforehand may pose a challenge next year – financially if next year also sees fewer 

new members and strategically because people tend to only participate in a committee one year. Most 

of the current committee members will thus not be applying for committees next year. Now HCSA has 

relatively few new members, it is to be hoped that a relatively high percentage of new members will 

want to become active. However, this is all up to the new board. Overall, HCSA is definitely ‘ready for 

take-off’ in the new academic year.  
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